• **The Promise of Sociological Fiction** by Mark Carrigan
• **The Social Fiction Series**
• **Black to the Future: In Memoriam** by Ruha Benjamin
• **Zero Hours** by Tim Maughan
• **Connecting Through Creativity: The Power of Stories** by Ann O’Sullivan and Jackie Reynolds
• **Fiction & Social Theory** by David Beer
• **Fiction & The Social Imaginary** by David Beer and Gareth Millington
• **An Interview with Sociologist Patricia Leavy about Arts-Based Research, Fiction and Public Scholarship** by Lauren Sardi
• **A Follow-Up Interview with Patricia Leavy about Arts-Based Research and Public Sociology** by Lauren Sardi
• **Trailblazing Sociologist Receives Special Achievement Award: An Interview with Patricia Leavy**
• **Telling About Society** by Howard Becker
• **Punk Sociology** by David Beer
• **The Sociology of Literature** by Diana Laurenson
• **Research as Fiction: “The Return of Rufus Stone”** by Kip Jones
• **Fiction and Social Reality** by Mariano Longo